Introducing **OLY-FLATBRITE**

A New Product Revolutionizing the Stainless Steel Industry.

**OLY-FLATBRITE®**

- Is a cold reduced, temper passed, stainless continuous mill plate product with superior flatness, superior stress control, and superior surface condition.
- Stays flat when laser cut, plasma cut, and polished.
- Smoother surface reduces the amount of polishing time and prolongs sanding belt life.
- Processing capabilities of 3/16” through 1/2” thick and up to 72” wide and 600” long reduces the amount of seams and length of welding time.
- Is exclusively available at Olympic Steel, Inc., your stainless steel supplier.

**Typical Grades Stocked**

- ASTM A 240/480
- ASME SA 240/480
- 304, 304L, 316L, 201-LN

For manufacturing locations, processing capabilities, equipment and more, check out www.olysteel.com.
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